
A Guide on how to write a Creative Brief for your Photoshoot

What is a creative brief?

A creative brief lets you set up your photography project in a clear and concise manner to
help us understand your brand, target audience and the way you want your imagery to look
within the possibilities of your budget. This makes it easier for us to create the best images
to represent your business efficiently.

How to use this guide

This guide should be used as a reference to help you understand the kinds of photos that we
offer within your budget. This will help you decide on the imagery you need for your
business. Not all steps will be relevant to your project, but reading through each one will help
you to understand the terminology and options available.

Please note that there are different levels of each image type, which vary in price. For
example, a reflective product will require more work than a standard packshot.



1 - Hero image

What is a Hero image?

This is the first image that your customers will see so it is important to draw them in
with a compelling and impactful image that leaves a lasting impression. Hero images
are stand-alone imagery that tells the story of your brand at a single glance. They
should create excitement over your businesses narrative and promote online sales.

Hero image examples

Hero Images are a good way of showing off all aspects of your product in one shot;
When including a Hero image in the brief, tell us about the product you want to have
photographed, the type of angles the product will be photographed at and links
and/or reference images to other competitors Hero images you like as inspiration.



2 - Packshots on a white background

What is a Packshot?

A packshot can simply be defined as an image of a product that includes the
packaging or brand labelling of the product. A packshot is mainly shot on a white
background, perfect for websites and Amazon listings.

Packshot image examples

Packshot images normally include just one item on a white background; this is
different from the Hero image because the Hero image is one image of the whole
product, with all the elements included. For example, a cocktail shaker set would be
photographed together as a Hero image, whereas an image of the shaker by itself or
in its packaging would be a Packshot.



3 - Composited Lifestyle

What is a Composited Lifestyle?

A composited lifestyle image is a great way to achieve the same atmosphere as a
lifestyle setup on a more modest budget. By using a mixture of studio photography
and stock imagery, we can digitally place your product into the appropriate
environment to communicate where or how your product could be used without the
cost of off-site shoots and location/model hire charges.

Composite Lifestyle image examples

Let us know if you want a Composited Lifestyle image for your company and whether
you have a specific stock image in mind or a general vision so that we can create the
ideal image for you and your product.



4 - Lifestyle Images

What is a Lifestyle Image?

A lifestyle image involves placing your product into a curated and styled scene, using
props and sometimes featuring models. Lifestyle product photography is useful to
display the product in its appropriate environment and to show the audience its
potential uses, which helps them imagine your product in their own homes. It is also
great for creating an atmosphere and aesthetic promoted by the brand.

Examples of Lifestyle Images

These are some of our Lifestyle shots. If you require specific props to be included in
your shot, then additional prices may be added. However, we do have some
regulation props at the studio. This should be discussed before the shoot.



5 - Models

What is Model Photography?

Model Photography shoots involve using a model to display your product by wearing
it or using your product to show how it works.

Model Shoots are a good way to show off your brand or item on a person, making it
easier for the consumer to imagine wearing it themselves. If Model photography is
something that you would like to organise for your photoshoot, please discuss it with
us beforehand. Model fees apply.



6 - Hand Models

What is Hand Model Photography?

A hand model is someone who models with their hands. This often means wearing
pieces of jewelry such as rings, holding an object or performing an action on the
product to show how it would be used.

Examples of Hand Model Photography

Hand Modelling is a good way to show size, shape, texture and key points about
products. For example, if there is an on/off switch on a product, they can point to it,
or if the product has a soft material, they can touch it to show the texture.
Please note that hand model fees apply.



7 - Infographics

What is an Infographic?

An infographic often uses a combination of text, graphics and photography to
highlight the product’s features in one clear and informative image. We can show
your customers the most important aspects of your product with detailed close-up
shots, labelling and dimension measurements.

Examples of Infographics

These are some of our Infographic images. They are an ideal way to explain features
about your product. If you have a product that would benefit from having an
Infographic then please list out and explain what you would like to include on it; this
makes it easier for us to create an accurate infographic for your product.



8 - Detailed close-up shots

What is a detailed close-up shot?

A detailed close-up is a shot that crops into a specific area of the product to highlight
the details such as textures or to highlight a functional part of the object. This is to
draw the audience’s eye towards the most important aspects of the product and to
give them a closer view.

Examples of detailed close-ups

Close-ups are important as they deliver more visual information of the product’s
details than packshots, such as the type of material it is made out of. Therefore, it is
especially beneficial for products designed for wearing or holding.



AMAZON PACKAGES

What is an Amazon Package?

An Amazon package is a photography package that includes a group of images to
capture all the features of the product under one price. They are essential if you want
to sell products on Amazon as they are guaranteed to fit the Amazon Marketplace
image requirements.

Starter Pack

A starter pack includes:
1x Hero image
2x Packshots
2x Detailed close-ups
1x Simple infographic
1x Simple studio lifestyle

The Starter Pack is great for new businesses ready to start selling their product on
Amazon. It showcases the product in a total of 7 shots, including different angles and
highlighting important aspects of the product. The infographic includes just 1 image
with annotations.

Example of an Amazon Starter Pack



Seller Pack

A seller pack includes:
1x Hero image
3x Packshots
3x Detailed close-ups
1x Standard infographic
1x Standard studio lifestyle

The Seller Pack is a more advanced photography package, with 9 images in total.
This is ideal for businesses who have started selling and want to increase their
sales. This includes a standard infographic which uses 2 images to explain the
product.

Example of an Amazon Seller Pack



Pro Pack

A pro pack includes:
2x Hero image
3x Packshots
3x Detailed close-ups
2x Advanced infographic
1x Advanced studio lifestyle (with optional location shoot)

The Pro Pack is for professionals who want to show off their product with 11
premium images. It includes 2 advanced infographics, which uses several shots for a
step-by-step guide or to highlight important aspects of the product. There is also an
option for a location shoot for the advanced lifestyle to show the product in use.

Example of an Amazon Professional pack



Examples of how write a brief

There is a blank copy below if that is sufficient for your needs. If you need a
more robust brief then we suggest putting together a excel spreadsheet or

microsoft word document for your specific needs.






